Bend Oregon Pizza Restaurant Gluten Free Fresh Dining Services
Launched
Pacific Pizza and Brew, a Bend, Oregon pizza restaurant available at (541) 550-7887,
announced a full range of updated services for clients in Bend and the surrounding
area, including authentic Pacific flavors, gluten-free pizza crusts, and children-friendly
dining services.
Pacific Pizza and Brew, a Bend, Oregon pizza restaurant available at (541) 550-7887, announced a
full range of updated services for clients in Bend and the surrounding area, including authentic
Pacific flavors, gluten-free pizza crusts, and children-friendly dining services.Bend, United States April 17, 2017 /PressCable/ -Pacific Pizza and Brew, a Bend, Oregon pizza restaurant, launched a wide range of updated
services for clients in Bend and the neighboring area.
More information can be found at http://www.pacificpizzabrew.com.
Pacific Pizza and Brew is a locally-owned restaurant dedicated to the Bend community. The
restaurant was started in 2013, with the goal to provide the local community with a genuine selection
of Pacific-inspired pizza and other dishes.
The restaurant uses fresh ingredients and traditional cooking methods to provide top-quality pizza
and other dishes. Pacific Pizza &amp; Brew uses in-house dough and from-scratch sauces, as well
as cold smoked fish, meat and cheese. The restaurant strives to use locally-produced ingredients
wherever possible, in an effort to promote the local cuisine.
In developing its menu, the restaurant draws influences from Pacific cuisine ranging from Alaska to
Central America, offering a wide range of authentic Pacific flavors. As well as providing traditional
and authentic pizzas, the restaurant also allows its clients to create their own recipes using a wide
range of fresh ingredients.
The restaurant also provides a large selection of local beverages, in an effort to provide a complete
dining experience for all tastes and preferences.
Through a service called Leapset, Pacific Pizza and Brew provides clients with the possibility to
order online and pick up their order at their convenience.
The Bend pizza restaurant strives to provide a unique experience for the entire family, with its
services being entirely family-friendly and children appropriate. Each Pacific Pizza and Brew pizza
comes with a printed checker set, and children are provided with crayons, paper and sidewalk chalk
to express their creativity.
The restaurant offers gluten-free pizza crusts for those looking to reduce their gluten intake.
Pacific Pizza and Brew is located at 340 SW Century Dr, Bend, Oregon, 97702. Interested parties
can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website or calling (541) 550-7887.
Contact Info:Name: Jeff JohnsonEmail: info@pacificpizzabrew.comOrganization: Pacific Pizza and
BrewAddress: 340 SW Century Dr., Bend, Oregon 97702, United StatesPhone:
+1-541-550-7887For more information, please visit http://www.pacificpizzabrew.comSource:
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